The global demand for products that effectively prevent the development of male-pattern baldness (MPB) has drastically increased. However, there is currently no established genetic model for the estimation of MPB risk. We conducted a prediction analysis using single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) identified from previous GWASs of MPB in a total of 2725 German and Dutch males. A logistic regression model considering the genotypes of 25 SNPs from 12 genomic loci demonstrates that early-onset MPB risk is predictable at an accuracy level of 0.74 when 14 SNPs were included in the model, and measured using the area under the receiver-operating characteristic curves (AUC). Considering age as an additional predictor, the model can predict normal MPB status in middle-aged and elderly individuals at a slightly lower accuracy (AUC 0.69-0.71) when 6-11 SNPs were used. A variance partitioning analysis suggests that 55.8% of early-onset MPB genetic liability can be explained by common autosomal SNPs and 23.3% by X-chromosome SNPs. For normal MPB status in elderly individuals, the proportion of explainable variance is lower (42.4% for autosomal and 9.8% for X-chromosome SNPs). The gap between GWAS findings and the variance partitioning results could be explained by a large body of common DNA variants with small effects that will likely be identified in GWAS of increased sample sizes. Although the accuracy obtained here has not reached a clinically desired level, our model was highly informative for up to 19% of Europeans, thus may assist decision making on early MPB intervention actions and in forensic investigations.
INTRODUCTION
Male-pattern baldness (MPB) or androgenic alopecia is the most common type of hair loss in men, with a prevalence of around 20% at age 20-30, and the incidence growing at 10% per decade. 1, 2 MPB is a chronic problem commonly seen by dermatologists, 3 with severe psychosocial consequences 4 and limited effective therapeutic options. 5 The effectiveness of most treatments (eg, minoxidil or finasteride) relies on how early they are applied. Therefore, the ability to predict the early-onset or normal MPB status using DNA variants may have important implications for treatment strategies. Furthermore, owing to its widespread prevalence and the fact that most criminals are men, MPB in principle could help identify unknown perpetrators via the concept of forensic DNA phenotyping, 6, 7 especially in light of the current progress in predicting chronological age from DNA data. 8, 9 However, so far there is no established genetic model for predicting MPB from genetic data providing motivation for the present study.
MPB is a highly heritable visible trait, with estimated heritability of about 80% in young 2 and elderly males. 10 A locus on chromosome Xq12 harboring the androgen receptor gene (AR) and its neighboring ectodysplasin A2 receptor gene (EDA2R) is known as the major locus for MPB. 11, 12 In addition, two genetic loci on chromosome 20p11 (PAX1/FOXA2) and 7p21.1 (HDAC9) were identified to be involved in MPB. [13] [14] [15] A meta-analysis of seven GWASs for early-onset MPB involving~13 000 individuals of European origin conducted by the International MAAN Consortium 16 replicated these loci and highlighted five additional loci showing genome-wide significant association with MPB; these included 1p36.22, 2q37.3, 7q11.22, 17q21.31, and 18q12.3. Individuals in the highest-risk quartile of a genotype score had an approximately sixfold increased risk of earlyonset MPB. In addition, the most recent study by Heilmann et al 17 comprising 2759 cases and 2661 controls successfully identified four additional autosomal loci showing genome-wide significant association with MPB; these included 2q35, 3q25.1, 5q33.3, and 12p12.1 (identifying a total of 12 genetic loci so far). These findings on one hand highlight a relatively strong X-linked major gene locus effect (odds ratio per risk allele~2.5 at the AR locus) and on the other hand suggest a highly polygenetic autosomal component (odds ratios at individual loci o1.5). Here we estimate to what degree MPB is predictable using the currently known DNA markers discovered from GWAS so far. This study includes a total of 2725 German and Dutch males, with included early-onset MPB patients and controls as well as middle-aged and elderly cases and controls.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics statement
All studies were approved by the institutional ethics review committees at the relevant organizations, and written informed consent was provided by all participating individuals.
Rotterdam Study
The Rotterdam Study (RS) is a population-based prospective study of Dutch elderly subjects (445 years of age) consisting of an initial cohort and two extensions. 18 MPB status was assessed by trained physicians according to the Norwood-Hamilton grading scale 1, 19 with grades 1-12. Cases were defined as grade IV-VIII and otherwise controls. The current study included 1161 male RS subjects. RS samples have not been used for MPB GWAS before and are not part of MAAN; hence, RS sample are completely independent from previous MPB SNP discoveries. Anonymized individual-level phenotype and genotype data used for the prediction analysis from the Rotterdam Study participants are available in Supplementary Table S1 .
Erasmus Rucphen Family Study
Erasmus Rucphen Family (ERF) is a family-based study that includes inhabitants of a genetically isolated community in the south-west of the Netherlands, studied as part of the Genetic Research in Isolated Population program. 20 Study population includes~3000 individuals who are living descendants of 22 couples who had at least six children baptized in the community church. All data were collected between 2002 and 2005. The population shows minimal immigration and high inbreeding. Cases were defined as Norwood-Hamilton grading scale 1, 19 IV-VIII at any age or grade II-III between 50 and 60 years of age or grade I before 50 years of age, and controls otherwise. The current study included 567 male ERF subjects. ERF samples have not been used for MPB GWAS before and are not part of MAAN; hence, ERF samples are completely independent from previous MPB SNP discoveries. The ERF Study data are archived in European Genome-Phenome Database (EGA) with the accession code EGAS00001001134.
BONN Study
The hair status of each participant was assessed by a dermatologist according to the Hamilton/Norwood (HN) classification. 1, 3 Affected men were aged o30 years with HN grades IV-VII, or o40 years with HN grades V-VII, and were thus representative of the most severely affected 10% for the respective age classes (N = 581). The control sample comprises 270 men aged ⩾ 60 years with no signs of AGA (20% least affected individuals in the population) and 146 male controls (HN ⩽ V) that were recruited as part of the Heinz Nixdorf Recall cohort (risk factors, evaluation of coronary calcium and lifestyle) at the University of Essen. All the cases and controls were of German descent. 13 Note that the 581 cases and the 146 controls from the BONN Study used here were part of the initial MAAN study, 16 and all BONN subjects were also part of the previous study of Heilmann et al, 17 based on which the SNPs used here for MPB prediction were initially discovered. There is thus a potential risk in overestimating the prediction accuracy in BONN but at most by only a small degree as BONN was only a small component of the MAAN study 16 (ie, 14.9% of cases and 1.6% of controls in MAAN and 21.1% of cases and 15.6% of controls in the Heilmann study). The RS and ERF subjects are completely independent from previous studies. The BONN Study data are archived in European Genome-Phenome Database (EGA) with the accession code EGAS00001001354.
Genotyping and quality control
The genotyping platforms, quality controls, and imputation methods used in participant studies have been described in detail previously. In brief, extensive quality control thresholds were applied to include common SNPs (minor allele frequency 41%) with a high call rate (95%) for genotyped SNPs; SNPs demonstrating deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Po10 − 6 ) were excluded. SNP genotypes from all cohorts were imputed using the 1000-Genome Project as the reference panel with high-quality metrics (variance ratio 0.3 for MACH and proper info statistic 0.4 for IMPUTE). 21, 22 The X-chromosome in ERF was imputed using HapMap-CEU samples as the reference. After all quality controls, this study includes 2 444 603 autosomal SNPs and 239 421 X-chromosome SNPs in RS; 2 266 959 autosomal SNPs and 89 191 X-chromosome SNPs in BONN; and 6 099 730 autosomal SNPs and 16 708 X-chromosome SNPs in ERF. All SNPs are described using dbSNP ID according to human reference assembly GRCh37.p13.
Statistical analyses
We initially selected 20 SNPs from 12 genomic loci for prediction analysis from the Table 2 and the Supplementary Table S2 of Li et al 16 as well as Table 1 of Heilmann et al. 17 A candidate SNP analysis was conducted using logistic regression in all three cohorts for the 20 SNPs assuming additive allele effect adjusted for age at examination when appropriate. As the AR locus has a relatively large effect, we additionally selected four SNPs from the AR locus showing some residual effect based on a conditional logistic regression analysis of all SNPs within 66.5-67.9 Mbp of the AR locus in a stepwise manner, that is, until the newly included SNP is not significant anymore at Po0.05 level in a multivariate analysis of all SNPs accumulated in previous steps. A prediction analysis including all 24 selected SNPs was conducted separately in all three cohorts; age at examination was included as a predictor in RS and ERF but not in BONN consisting of early-onset cases and screened elderly controls. Then the final selection and ranking of the SNP predictors was based on stepwise analysis of the Akaike information criterion 23 using R function 'step'. The prediction models were trained separately in the three cohorts based on multivariate logistic regression. Because our sample size is not large and an explicit validation set was not available, we used the leave-one-out crossvalidation method to prevent overfitting, that is, the prediction models were trained in all subjects except one, who was used for validation by applying the trained model on this subject. We repeated this procedure iteratively over the whole cohort by leaving each subject out, and obtained the predicted probability of baldness status for all subjects. The predicted probabilities are compared with observed baldness status, where the AUCs 24 were derived as an overall measurement of prediction accuracy. An AUC value ranges from 0.5 representing random prediction to 1.0 representing perfect prediction. Binary prediction of baldness status for each subject was defined if the predicted probability is 40.5 otherwise non-bald. The predicted and observed baldness status was compared using a confusion table, where sensitivity and specificity values are derived, both ranging from 0 to 1. Sensitivity and specificity values are a pair of inseparable accuracy parameters for a binary classifier; a perfect classifier would be described as 100% sensitive and 100% specific. All candidate SNP analysis and prediction analysis were conducted in R version 3.2.0 (http:// www.r-project.org/).
Estimates of the proportion of variance explained were calculated using the Genome-wide Complex Trait Analysis (GCTA) tool v1.24 (http://gump.qimr. edu.au/gcta/). 25 Genetic relationships were estimated using all autosomal SNPs (-make-grm, -maf 0.03). The top 10 eigenvectors from PCA analysis (-pca) were then used as covariates in a restricted maximum likelihood analysis (-reml) to estimate the proportion of the variance explained by SNPs (V G /V P or narrow-sense heritability h 2 ), repeated for all autosomes as a whole, each autosome separately, and the X chromosome.
A GWAS for MPB status was separately conducted in all cohorts using logistic regression considering age at examination as a covariate (except in BONN, which used early-onset cases) using PLINK1.9 beta. 26 Family relationship was adjusted using first four principal components from EIGENSTRAT 27 analysis. A meta-analysis of GWAS results was conducted using inverse variance fixed-effect analysis. P-values equal to or smaller than 5 × 10 − 8 were considered as genome-wide significant.
RESULTS
The characteristics of study subjects (all male) are summarized in Supplementary Table S2 (BONN: 581 early-onset cases and 416 controls; RS: 619 cases and 542 controls; and ERF: 252 cases and 315 controls). The BONN data have been described in a previous GWAS, 13 whereas RS and ERF data have not been used before for the genetic investigation of male-pattern baldness. Note that the BONN Study included only early-onset MPB cases (o40 years of age) and screened elderly controls while the RS (mainly elderly individuals: mean age 67.79 years, min 51.54, max 96.73) and ERF (mainly middle-aged: mean age 49.05 years, min 18.07, max 79.03) are population-based studies without sample selection based on MPB status. The difference in MPB prevalence observed between RS (53.3%) and ERF (44.4%) is fairly consistent with a~10% increase per decade of MPB 1 (Supplementary Table S2 ).
Candidate SNP analysis
We focused on 20 candidate SNPs from 11 autosomal loci and the AR/EDA2R locus on X chromosome previously reported by Li et al 16 and Heilmann et al 17 (Table 1) . Part of the BONN subjects was used in Li et al and Heilmann et al, so as expected, the allelic effects in BONN for all tested SNPs was consistent with previous reports and most of the tested SNPs showed significant association with MPB (Po0.05). In RS and ERF, the risk alleles previously reported in other populations also showed higher frequencies in cases than in controls for all SNPs tested, that is, OR41.0, and seven SNPs at five genetic loci were nominally significantly associated with MPB (chr1p36: rs12565727 P = 2.71 × 10 − 4 ; chr7q11: rs6945541 P = 0.039; chr17q21: rs17762954 P = 0.014 and rs12373124 P = 5.18 × 10 − 3 ; chr18q12: rs10502861 P = 0.036; chrXq12: rs1511061 P = 2.16 × 10 − 11 ; and rs2497938 P = 1.38 × 10 − 12 ; Table 1 ). In ERF, the allelic effect for all tested SNPs was consistent with previous studies and five SNPs at four genetic loci showed significant association with MPB (chr1p36: rs12565727 P = 1.37 × 10 − 3 ; chr7q11: rs2073963 P = 9.63 × 10 − 4 ; chr7q11: rs6945541 P = 0.037; chrXq12: rs1511061 P = 4.98 × 10 − 5 ; and rs2497938 P = 6.38 × 10 − 5 ). The genetic associations at 2q37 and 20p11 were not statistically significant associated in both RS and ERF, likely due to the smaller sample sizes compared with the previous GWASs. In the present meta-analysis of the three cohorts, the only locus that did not show significant association was 3q25.1, but the allelic effect was in the same direction as Li et al. Overall, the observed allele effect sizes were similar between RS and ERF, and similar to previous estimates in other populations. [14] [15] [16] Noticeable exceptions were: (1) the chromosome 20p11 SNPs showed much smaller effects in RS and ERF (eg, rs6047844 OR = 1.09 in RS and 1.18 in ERF, Table 1 ) than previous estimations (OR = 1.60 in Li et al and 1.82 in BONN); and (2) the SNPs at the EDA2R/AR locus showed much larger effect (rs1511061 OR = 9.07) in BONN than in RS and ERF (OR 2.68-2.75). These differences are likely explained by the extreme design in BONN, as BONN included only early-onset MPB cases (o40 years of age) and a set of super controls (⩾ 60 years, no signs of MPB) while no MPB pre-selection was made in RS and ERF, in which the majority of the subjects were elderly people.
Prediction analysis
A prediction analysis included all 20 SNPs listed in Table 1 as predictors. We also added four extra X chromosome SNPs within a 66.5-67.9-Mbp region of the AR locus (rs113043121, rs471205, rs141476270, and rs182829063), which showed significant residual effect after conditioning on the top-associated X SNPs based on a stepwise conditional analysis ( Table 2 ). For predicting MPB in RS and ERF we also added age as additional predictor (which in BONN was left out because of an extreme case-control design, that is, early-onset MBP patients and elderly screened controls). The overall prediction accuracy was derived using receiver-operating characteristic curves generated separately in the three studies (Figure 1a) . In BONN, the AUC was estimated at 0.74 (sensitivity = 0.84, specificity = 0.50; Table 2 ) using 14 DNA markers and adding additional markers did not improve the prediction accuracy. In RS, the maximal AUC value was estimated at 0.71 (sensitivity = 0.73, specificity = 0.58) when age and 11 DNA markers were included ( Table 2 ). In ERF, AUC was estimated at 0.69 (sensitivity = 0.60, specificity = 0.69) when age and 6 DNA markers were included ( Table 2 ). Note that in ERF, some SNPs on chr2q35, chr17q21, and the X chromosome were not available, which could explain a lower accuracy in ERF than in RS. The extra SNPs were not available in ERF due to differences in the imputation procedures on the X chromosome (see Materials and Method section). The slightly lower prediction accuracies in RS/ERF versus BONN are likely explained by the fact that extreme early-onset MPB cases were selected in BONN, while RS and ERF are population-based cohorts without early-onset MPB selection. As may be expected, Figure 1b ; RS 5.2% o0.2 and 8.3% 40.8, Figure 1c ; ERF 7.2% o0.2 and 0.9% 40.8, Figure 1d ; also see Supplementary Table S3 ). In practice, our model may provide a highly informative test for these individuals (19% in BONN, 14% in RS, and 8% in ERF) but less informative for the rest.
GCTA analysis
A GCTA analysis was performed to estimate the proportion of MPB variance explained by all common SNPs available in BONN and RS (Table 3) . ERF was excluded from this analysis as it is a family-based study and it has a limited number of available X-chromosome SNPs. In BONN, the variance in liability to early-onset MPB was partitioned 55.8% to all autosomal common variants and 23.3% to X-chromosome variants. In RS, the variance was partitioned 42.4% to all Figure S1 ). In BONN, chromosomes 1 (h 2 = 13.9%), 6 (12.5%), 17 (9.6%), 20 (24.3%), and X (27.2%) all explained a significant portion of early-onset MPB variance (Supplementary Figure S1A) ; the variance partitioned to other chromosomes was inconclusive due to large standard errors as the 95% confidence intervals included 0. In RS, only chromosome X showed a significant effect (h 2 = 9.8%, 95% interval: 0.2-19.4%, Supplementary Figure S1B ) in explaining MPB status in elderly individuals.
Meta-analysis of GWAS
GWASs for MPB were conducted in BONN, RS, and ERF. The QQ and Manhattan plot in ERF looks very different from RS and BONN (Supplementary Figure S2) , that is, in ERF no genome-wide significant associations was detected including the EDA2R/AR locus (rs1511061 P = 7.2 × 10 − 5 ). This underlies the importance of large sample sizes in GWAS even for detecting major gene effects. A meta-analysis of the GWAS results in the three cohorts identified 946 SNPs in four genetic loci that showed genome-wide significant association with MPB (Po5 × 10 − 8 , Supplementary Table S4, Supplementary Figure S2 ). These include 739 SNPs on chromosome Xq12 between the EDA2R and AR genes, 205 SNPs on chromosome 20p11 (min P = 1.76 × 10 − 15 observed for rs6075850), one SNP on chromosome Figure 1 Prediction results of male-pattern baldness in the three study populations. (a) Receiver-operating characteristic curves for predicting male-pattern baldness in three European population samples (BONN, RS, and ERF). In BONN Study the prediction model for early-onset MPB included 14 SNPs as predictors (Table 2) ; the model for predicting MPB in elderly RS people included 11 SNPs and age as predictors (Table 2) ; and the prediction model in ERF included 6 SNPs and age as predictors (Table 2) 7p21.1 (rs756853 P = 3.3 × 10 − 8 ), and one SNP on chromosome 6p25.1 (rs4959410 P = 3.35 × 10 − 8 ). Except 6p25.1, all loci have been previously associated with MPB. [14] [15] [16] The associated SNP at 6p25.1 is a single genome-wide significant finding not supported by additional SNPs in the region and thus warrants further validation.
DISCUSSION
Candidate DNA variants in 12 previously discovered loci showed robust association with early-onset, as well as normal, MPB in German and Dutch males. Although one locus (3q25.1) was not statistically significantly associated, overall genetic effect sizes from all loci were similar to previous estimates. A major gene effect on Xq12 was confirmed with an allelic OR of up to 9.07 for early-onset MPB and 2.7-2.8 for normal MPB in middle-aged and elderly men. The combined predictive power of all candidate DNA variants was also higher for predicting early-onset MPB cases (AUC 0.74) than predicting MPB in middle-aged and elderly men from populationbased studies (AUC 0.68-0.71), for whom age served as the strongest predictor (age-alone AUC 0.62-0.67). Although the overall predictive accuracy has not reached a practically desired level (40.85), our risk model may prove useful in assisting decision making on early preventive actions for MPB and in forensic investigations for about 8-19% European individuals. Contrasting the observation that the 12 known DNA loci together explained rather limited variation of MPB liability, a variance partitioning analysis demonstrated that a large proportion of the phenotypic variance can be explained by all genotyped common SNPs available in the microarray data sets. This gap is likely due to many common variants with small effect sizes, which will likely be identified in future larger studies. Finally, our meta-analysis of the GWAS results identified one new locus at 6p25.1, which demonstrated significant association with MPB. It has long been known that DNA variants in or near the AR gene increase the risk of patterned hair loss in both men and women, but the exact identity of the causal DNA variant(s) remains unclear. A common synonymous coding variant rs6152 G4A (StuI restriction site) in the exon 1 of the AR gene has been associated with MPB in previous studies. 11, 12 For example, Ellis et al 11 found that in an Australian cohort the G allele was present in 98.1% of young bald men, 92.3% of older bald men, and only 76.6% of non-bald men. The variant rs6152 is available in RS and was also highly significantly associated with MPB (P = 5.6 × 10 − 8 ) but much less so than the top-associated X-chromosomal SNP rs1511061 (P = 2.6 × 10 − 11 in RS), and it became nonsignificant (P40.05) when conditioning on the genotypes of rs1511061. The SNP rs1511061 is an intergenic noncoding SNP located 236 kbp upstream of the AR coding region. These results suggest noncoding sequences upstream of AR containing functional variants. These could have regulatory effects as we recently established for noncoding variants in another human appearance trait -pigmentation. 28, 29 The T allele (or A allele on the reverse strand of the genome) of rs1511061 is the major allele in our sample with a pronounced frequency in MPB cases (see Table 1 ). Assuming MPB is a monogenic phenotype caused by a single variant (ie, rs1511061), it would suggest baldness is the default phenotype in advanced ages, that is, the majority of males (wild-type allele) will eventually develop baldness while the minor allele provides a protective effect. The T allele of rs1511061 is also the major allele in HapMap-CEU (n = 226, f = 0.885), fixed in HapMap-HCB (n = 90, f = 1.0) and JPT (n = 88, f = 1.0), but reversely fixed in HapMap-YRI (n = 120, f = 0.0). This contradicts rs1511061 (and its high LD SNPs such as rs2497938) being causal because such a pattern of allele frequency distribution can hardly be correlated to the prevalence pattern at a global level as Asians and African-Americans have lower MPB prevalence and less severe MPB than Europeans. 30, 31 Functional analyses of the noncoding sequence in this region, such as those we previously carried out for pigmentation gene regions, 28, 29 are required to reveal the exact identity of the causal MPB genetic variant(s).
It has been suggested that there might be different genetic influences on balding in young men (ie, early-onset MPB) and on non-balding in elderly men, based on the observation of an increased frequency of non-balding in the fathers of non-bald elderly men. 32 However, twin studies have shown that the heritability of MPB estimated in young men 2 was similar to that estimated in elderly men 10 (both around 80%). In our study, the genetic component of early-onset MPB (ie, BONN) showed somewhat different signature than that of normal MPB in elderly people (ie, RS), that is, the variance partitioning analysis suggests that a higher percentage of variance in early-onset MPB can be addressed by all common SNPs compared with that in elderly men. This is likely due to the extreme case-control design used in BONN Study, where early-onset cases and screened elderly controls were contrasted to enhance the genetic contrast. Furthermore, it is uncertain whether this discrepancy is due to phenotyping errors, as classifying MPB status in elderly people is much more error prone than defining early-onset cases. The variance partitioning analysis might be more sensitive to measurement errors than in twin studies, whereas for the latter even the effect of some differential misclassifications can be canceled out between monozygotic and dizygotic twins, that is, if the classification for one twin is differentially biased due to an unobserved factor, the same bias likely occurs to the other twin at a similar degree. Nevertheless, it is at least clear that the allelic effects at Xq12 and 20p11 are pronounced in early-onset MPB cases. For example, in our data the risk allele at Xq12 was presented in 96.5% of the early-onset cases, in 88% of the middle-aged and elderly cases, and in 75% of all controls. The genetic architecture of human complex traits differs substantially even between the ones with similar heritability. For example, eye color and adult body height both have heritability estimates of about 80%. The genetic architecture of eye color, however, is relatively simple with a very strong major gene effect provided by a noncoding SNP at the HERC2 gene regulating transcription of the neighboring OCA2 pigmentation gene, 29 and several minor-effect SNPs, which together predict the phenotype at very high accuracy (AUC40.9 for blue/brown, explaining over 50% phenotypic variance). 33, 34 On the other hand, adult body height has long served as a model trait of extreme genetic complexity, that is, without any major gene effect, 180 SNPs together could predict height at AUC of 0.75 and explain~12% of the phenotypic variance, 35 and with recent progress 36 the AUC for predicting height is expected to be larger. In light of the current and previous studies, MPB appears something in the middle. It does have a major gene effect, that is, on the X chromosome (although much weaker than that of eye color) and likely involves many common variants with small effects (probably more than eye color). Improving the prediction accuracy for MPB will rely on the identification of more trait-associated DNA variants in GWAS of increased sizes, which will be a continuous and accumulative effort but certainly achievable in the future, as scientists already have achieved in studying human height (accumulative sample size over 250 000, several thousand SNPs together explain about 30% of the phenotypic variance). 36 Therefore, we may expect that the prediction accuracy of MPB will eventually surpass that of body height given it has a known major gene effect, which is absent for height.
Our meta-analysis identified one new locus on chromosome 6p25.1 showing significant association with MPB. The associated SNP rs4959410 is surrounded by a pseudogene (BTF3P7, basic transcription factor 3 pseudogene 7) and several uncharacterized genes. The closest known genes are LY86 (lymphocyte antigen 86) and RREB1 (ras responsive element-binding protein 1). No existing evidence supports the involvement of any of these genes in hair loss. Therefore, this finding still needs to be confirmed in independent samples.
In conclusion, by taking all available SNPs previously found to be associated with MPB at a genome-wide significant level and testing their predictive value in 2725 German and Dutch males with earlyonset MPB patients as well as from middle-aged to elderly men, we achieved prevalence-adjusted prediction accuracies expressed as AUC values of around 0.7 (where 0.5 means random prediction and 1.0 means completely accurate prediction). Although the prediction accuracy has not reached a level useful in practice, our preliminary genetic model may already assist decision making on early MPB preventive actions and in forensic investigations. Furthermore, our results imply that with more genome-wide significantly associated SNPs identified in the future and included in the prediction model together with the DNA markers presented here, male-pattern baldness will likely become predictable from DNA with high enough accuracy to allow routine practical applications such as in medicine and forensics.
